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MEDIA LITERACY AND FACT CHECKING: PART ONE

Abstract. The modern media field is increasingly filled with false information. The term “fake news” 
today includes a wide range of manipulative technologies: “computational propaganda”, “puppet net-
works”, “troll armies”, anonymous source, alternative fact, gossip, deceit, rumors, false context, etc. 
Problems are exacerbated at a high pace. The development of technological processes and the shift in 
global communication discourse to social networks and the Internet.

The purpose of the article is to study the history and evolution of the disinformation crisis, which is a 
serious threat to open societies around the world. The author proposes to activate critical thinking among 
young people, to teach the audience to intellectually recognize and process fake news, to understand the 
need for a critical and independent analysis of incoming news and background information.

The author also believes that media literacy helps to understand the role of the media in society, 
as well as the acquisition of important research and expression skills needed by the audience. Media 
literacy skills also include the ability to access media, analyze content, evaluate messages, and create 
media for communication and expression. Learning how to verify facts is an important component of 
media literacy training, a way to protect against manipulation and fake news. This issue publishes the 
first part of the author’s study.
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Ме диa сaуaтты лық жә не фaкті лер ді тек се ру: бі рін ші бө лім 

Аңдатпа. Қaзір гі ме диa күн нен-күн ге жaлғaн aқпaрaтпен то лығa тү су де. Бү гін гі кү ні «жaлғaн 
жaңaлықтaр» тер ми ні көп те ген мa ни пу ля ция лық тех но ло гиялaрды қaмти ды: «есеп тік нaсихaт», 
«жaсaнды же лі лер», «трол ль дік топ», бел гі сіз де рек көз, бaлaмa фaкт, өсек, aлдaу, қaуе сет, жaлғaн 
кон текст жә не т.б. Бұл мә се ле тех но ло гиялық үде ріс тер дің дaмуы мен ғaлaмдық ком му никaция-
лық дис курс тың әлеу мет тік же лі лер мен Ин тер нет ке aуысуы нә ти же сін де қордaлaнa тү су де.

Мaқaлaның мaқсaты – бү кіл әлем де aшық қоғaмғa қa уіп  төн ді ре тін де зин формaция лық 
дaғдaрыс тың тaри хы мен эво лю циясын зерт теу. Ав тор жaстaр aрaсындa сы ни ойлaуды кү шейтуді, 
кө рер мен дер ге жaлғaн жaңaлықтaрды ин тел лек туaлды тaну ды жә не өң деуді үйре ту ді, бе рі ле тін 
жaңaлықтaр мен не гіз гі aқпaрaттaрды сы ни тұр ғыдa жә не тәуел сіз тaлдaу қaжет ті лі гін тү сі ну ді 
ұсынaды. Сондaй-aқ, aвтор ме диaсaуaтты лық қоғaмдaғы бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның рө лін 
тү сі ну ге, со ны мен қaтaр aуди то рияғa қaжет ті мaңыз ды зерт теу лер мен эксп рес сив ті дaғдылaрды 
иге ру ге кө мек те се ді деп сaнaйды. Ме диa сaуaтты лық ты иге ру дaғдылaрынa aқпaрaт құрaлдaрынa 
қол же тім ді лік, мaзмұн ды тaлдaу, хaбaрлaмaлaрды бaғaлaу жә не бaйлaныс пен пі кір біл ді ру ді 
қaмти ды. Фaкті лер ді рaстaуды үйре ну ме диa сaуaтты лық ты оқы ту дың мaңыз ды құрaмдaс бө лі гі, 
бұл жaлғaн жaңaлықтaрдaн, мa ни пу ля циядaн қорғaну дың ең бaсты әді сі бо лып тaбылaды. Бұл ғы-
лы ми мaқaлa aвтор лық зерт теу дің бі рін ші бө лі мі, жaлғaсы ке ле сі но мер де жaриялaнaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ме диa сaуaтты лық, фaкт-че кинг, мa ни пу ля ция, пропaгaндa, жaлғaн aқпaрaт.

Эрик Фридмaн
про фес сор, Ми чигaнс кий го судaрст вен ный уни вер си тет, США, г. Ми чигaн, e-mail: freedma5@msu.edu

Ме дийнaя грaмот ность и про веркa фaктов: чaсть первaя

Ан нотaция. Сов ре мен ное ме диaпо ле все боль ше зaпол няет ся не дос то вер ной ин формa цией. 
Тер мин «под дельные но вос ти» се год ня вк лючaет в се бя ши ро кий спектр мa ни пу ля тив ных тех-
но ло гий: «вы чис ли тель ную пропaгaнду», «мaрионе точ ные се ти», «aрмии трол лей», aно ним ный 
ис точ ник, aль тернaтив ный фaкт, сп лет ни, обмaн, слу хи, лож ный кон текст и др. Проб ле мы усу-
губ ляют ся вы со ки ми темпaми рaзви тия тех но ло ги чес ких про цес сов и сме ще нием глобaльно го 
ком му никaцион но го дис курсa в со циaльные се ти и ин тер нет.  
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Цель стaтьи – изу чить ис то рию и эво лю цию де зин формaцион но го кри зисa, предстaвляюще-
го со бой серь ез ную уг ро зу отк ры тым об ще ствaм по все му ми ру. Ав тор предлaгaет aкти ви зи-
ровaть кри ти чес кое мыш ле ние у мо ло де жи, нaучить aуди то рию ин тел лек туaльно рaспознaвaть и 
обрaбaтывaть фaльши вые но вос ти, по нимaть необ хо ди мос ть кри тич но го и незaви си мо го aнaлизa 
пос тупaющих но вос тей и фо но вой ин формa ции. 

Тaкже aвтор считaет, что ме дийнaя грaмот ность спо со бс твует по нимa нию ро ли СМИ в об-
ще ст ве, a тaкже приоб ре те нию вaжных нaвы ков исс ле довa ния и сaмо вырaже ния, необ хо ди мых 
aуди то рии. Нaвы ки ме диa грaмот нос ти тaкже вк лючaют спо соб ность по лучaть дос туп к ме диa, 
aнaли зи ровaть кон тент, оце нивaть сооб ще ния и создaвaть ме диa для об ще ния и сaмо вырaже ния. 
Обу че ние то му, кaк про ве рять фaкты, яв ляет ся вaжным ком по нен том обу че ния ме диaгрaмот-
нос ти, спо со бом зaщи ты от мa ни пу ля ций и фaльши вых но вос тей. В дaнном вы пус ке пуб ли кует ся 
первaя чaсть исс ле довa ния aвторa. 

Клю че вые словa: ме дийнaя грaмот ность, фaкт-че кинг, мa ни пу ля ция, пропaгaндa, де зин-
формa ция.

Introduction

 Whatever we call it, it is spread primarily 
through social networks, social messaging and 
the Internet that are not regulated or only loosely 
regulated in most of the world. However, the 
governments that heavily regulate or restrict social 
networks, social messaging and the Internet are often 
themselves responsible for the most outrageous and 
inflammatory fake news and propaganda. 

In addition, fast-emerging technologies are mak-
ing it easier and easier for fraudsters to deceive and 
trick the public while making it harder and harder 
for the citizens to identify and counter fake news, 
propaganda and misinformation. To illustrate:

‘Deepfakes” − the use of recent breakthroughs 
in artificial intelligence to create believable fakes in 
images, audio, and video − have raised concerns… 
This has been driven in part by a number of striking 
demonstrations that illustrate just how far the tech-
nology has come, from unsettling reproductions of 
presidential voices and the substitution of faces to 
create fake porn to the seamless deletion of objects 
in video. Policymakers and researchers, in turn, 
have worried that this technology will be applied to 
manipulate political discourse and for other harmful 
purposes.1 

A 2018 survey of more than 33,000 respondents 
in 28 countries found. ‘Globally, nearly seven in 10 
respondents among the general population worry 
about fake news or false information being used as a 
weapon, and 59 percent say that it is getting harder 
to tell if a piece of news was produced by a respect-
ed media organization’.2

In addition, opponents of press freedom who dis-
agree with a news story or who are embarrassed by 
a journalistic investigation misuse the ‘fake news’ 

1 Hwang, 2018.
2 Edelman, ‘2018 Edelman Trust Barometer’, 2018.

term to attack the overall news media and individual 
press outlets. In doing so, they arrogantly dismiss 
any reporting – no matter how accurate – that an-
noys or criticizes them and label the press ass ‘the 
enemy of the people’.

This chapter will explain media and information 
literacy, as well as key terms, theories and concepts. 
It will also introduce you to directions in media edu-
cation and how youth have become a global media 
audience

Where we are now
An International Center for Journalists study 

about the history of fake news decried ‘the evolu-
tion of the disinformation crisis now threatening 
open societies around the world’. It said:

‘Fake news’ is not new. In fact, the recorded his-
tory of ‘disinformation wars’.” dates back to ancient 
Rome. But the 21st century has seen the weaponiza-
tion of information on an unprecedented scale. Pow-
erful new technology makes the manipulation and 
fabrication of content simple; and social networks 
dramatically amplify falsehoods peddled by anti-
democratic governments, populist politicians and 
dishonest corporate entities.

We now inhabit a world where malicious ac-
tors and state propagandists can use ‘computational 
propaganda’, ‘sock-puppet networks’, ‘troll armies’ 
and technology that can mimic legitimate news web-
sites and seamlessly manipulate audio and video to 
impersonate legitimate sources. Then, there are the 
profiteers making a living from creating fraudulent 
content for viral distribution on social platforms.3

The idea
We believe media and information literacy plays 

an essential role in citizenship and transparency. 
That is why the goal is to empower citizens – from 
children and students to adults – to make informed 

3 Posetti & Matthews, p. 2 2018.
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decisions when encountering information, whether 
in print, online or broadcast on radio or television, 
and to help them control the flow of information 
they receive. 

EurasiaNet.org has reported that ‘digital mis-
chief-making is commonplace in Kazakhstan, and 
the government has struggled to tackle it. Indeed, 
some believe that restrictive attitudes to media free-
doms are causing the problem, by creating a climate 
in which people are more willing to believe unsub-
stantiated claims over the government’s incessant 
rosy accounts of purported improvements in the 
standards of living’. The EurasiaNet.org article con-
tinued:

The offending messages typically consist of a 
shocking piece of news, delivered through either 
text or audio. Regardless of the implausibility of 
the gossip, it quickly circulates as recipients share 
the news with all their contacts. Communications 
experts describe this as an unintended effect of the 
intensified level of digitization in Kazakhstan.

It quoted a public relations specialist who said, 
‘Before, any fact had to be filtered through mass me-
dia, which sifted through the information. But today 
anybody with a mobile device loaded with What-
sApp or Facebook can perform the same operation’.4

Surveys and polls show that a crisis exists in the 
public’s mistrust of the news media and other estab-
lished institutions. While there are variations from 
country to country, there are a number of common 
reasons, including an escalation in political parti-
sanship, the spread of fake news and an overall de-
cline in public trust in a range of institutions such 
as courts, police, parliaments, civil society organi-
zations and business. In Kazakhstan, for instance, 
a Freedom House report on Nations in Transit not-
ed ‘low public expectations and trust in the justice 
system’ and ‘public distrust of candidates and local 
governments’.5

Russia is using disinformation and hacking to 
adversely impact democratic processes. In Georgia, 
for example, the Kremlin is waging a sustained effort 
to undermine the country’s move toward the West, 
including prospective membership in the European 
Union and NATO. David Kutidze, the editor of the 
independent website Factcheck.ge, said, ‘We have a 
lot of websites, not only websites, also newspapers 
and TV backed by Russia to disseminate their pro-
paganda messages to undermine our European and 
Western aspirations. It is very dangerous’. Accord-
ing to Kutidze, ‘Russia is trying to paint a picture 

4 Kumenov, 2018.
5 Freedom House, Nations in Transit, 2018.

that Russia is not the enemy. Turkey or Iran with 
different religions are the enemies’ to persuade (the 
public that) ‘the image of Russia is our Orthodox 
brother’. As an example, he pointed to a fake news 
story in the Russian press that falsely claimed the 
EU was going to ban baptism in its member states. 
Factcheck.ga reported that the misinformation also 
appeared in Georgian online and generated an out-
cry on social networks.6

 
Material and methods
In recent years, hackers and foreign govern-

ments, including Russia, have used social media, 
phony websites and Twitter to influence elections in 
the U.S., Latin America, the Philippines and else-
where, including the Brexit vote in the U.K. Most 
of them have not been caught. However, in 2018 
the public learned how the political consulting 
firm Cambridge Analytica got access to a huge 
amount of data drawn from millions of Face-
book users. The U.K. company, which special-
ized in psychological profiling and political 
messaging, misused the data to target voters 
with propaganda and misinformation in the run-
up to the 2016 U.S. presidential election – to 
promote Donald Trump and to weaken Hillary 
Clinton. The company’s former vice president 
was one of Trump’s top political advisors. As A 
Short Guide to the History of ‘Fake’ News and 
Misinformation said, the company’s nefarious 
political meddling took place around the world: 
‘Undercover reporters captured Cambridge An-
alytica’s executives boasting that the company 
and its partners had worked on more than 200 
international elections, including in Argentina, 
Nigeria, Kenya, India and the Czech Republic.7 

In the EU, “the recent rise in cross-border online 
misinformation seems likely to result in a toxic mix. 
False stories have spread virally across member 
states, seeded by hyperpartisan actors and ampli-
fied by unwitting users or sloppy journalism’, ac-
cording to the Poynter Institute, which trains jour-
nalists. It said recent ‘false stories about a staged 
refugee drowning video (actually a documentary on 
the Greek exodus from Asia Minor), George Soros-
funded credit cards to cover refugees’ travel costs (a 
composite of real stories in a false narrative) and a 
xenophobic Photoshopped buzzer appeared in five 
or more EU countries within days or weeks from 
one another’.8

6 Kutidze, 2018.
7 Posetti & Matthews, 2018. 
8 Funke & Mantzarlis, 2018.
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A 2018 survey in the U.S. found that most Amer-
icans reported having lost trust in the news media in 
recent years. The respondents’ explanations focused 
primarily on ‘matters of accuracy or bias. Relatively 
few mentioned a news organization’s partisan or 
ideological leaning as a factor’. However, the study 
by the Knight Foundation concluded that ‘attempts 
to restore trust in the media among most Ameri-
cans may be fruitful, particularly if those efforts are 
aimed at improving accuracy, enhancing transpar-
ency and reducing bias’.9 

Yet interestingly, some recent surveys have 
found a decline in public trust and credibility of so-
cial media platforms and an increase in public trust 
of traditional media. The international public rela-
tions firm Edelman does an annual survey of trust 
in a variety of institutions and reported in 2018 re-
ported, ‘there has been a huge increase in trust in 
traditional media (61%), reaching levels not seen 
since 2012. Despite this, there are big structural is-
sues for media in general, people are consuming less 
media and some are actively avoiding it altogether 
(19 percent)’. Edelman’s data for the UK ‘found 
that social media companies have lost the trust of 
most of the public, with only a quarter of the UK 
population now saying that they trust social media 
as a source for news and information. Where social 
media companies were once seen as champions of 
free speech and democracy, they are now seen as not 
taking enough responsibility for key issues includ-
ing extremism, fake news, and cyberbullying. As a 
consequence, the majority of people are now calling 
for greater regulation in the sector’.10 

 We also believe that journalists and professional 
communicators should obey ethical standards. As 
Fatima Bahja of the International Center for Jour-
nalists explained, ‘In an era of rampant disinforma-
tion and uncertainty for both journalists and their 
audiences, ethical journalism plays a critical role in 
helping journalists create effective newsroom struc-
tures and storytelling processes. It can address some 
of the most pressing challenges newsrooms face as 
they struggle to establish trust with citizens’11.

As a U.S. political journalist has written: The 
media aren’t blameless. Political journalism is now 
a festival of ‘hot takes’, where reporters agnostically 
report on something politicians do and decide if it’s 
‘smart politics’. You can start to see why facts just 
don’t have the cachet they used to. I do have to come 

9  Knight Foundation, 2018.
10 Edelman, ‘Edelman Trust Barometer 2018: UK 

Findings’, 2018.
11 Bahja.

clean, though. I am a huge fan of facts, and I’m in-
credibly biased toward them. So it’s distressing to dis-
cover that other people just aren’t that into them. I’m 
still not ready to surrender to a fact-free campaign. 
And I hope other journalists feel the same way.12

Although she was referring specifically to the 
American press, American politicians and American 
elections, her comment is directly relevant to the 
news media, to politicians and to elections in many 
countries.

Unfortunately, the problems of fake news, ma-
nipulation a, misinformation, mal-information and 
propaganda will never disappear. As the NGO Free-
dom House stated in its 2018 Freedom on the Net re-
port, ‘If democracy is to survive the digital age, tech-
nology companies, governments and civil society 
must work together to find real solutions to the prob-
lems of social media manipulation’. However, in-
formed citizens are also essential to finding answers 
to the ‘problems of social media manipulation’.13 
Similarly, the Poynter Institute has predicted that 
‘fact-checkers will have to contend with the rise of 
government actions against misinformation around 
the world. They’ll see even more attempts to under-
mine their debunking efforts — particularly when 
it comes to videos. Technology companies will be 
coaxed into implementing more projects addressing 
the spread of misinformation on their platforms.’14

Results and discussion
The falsity and manipulation of some outra-

geous ‘news’ stories should be obvious, but in re-
ality that is not obvious to many readers, viewers 
and listeners. No matter how illogical a story, video 
or photo may be, too many people accept them as 
true without checking or verification, then pass on 
the false or manipulated stories to others. As we’ve 
seen, social media and other new technologies make 
that easy. ‘It’s not enough for youth to know how 
to use technology and to press the right buttons: It’s 
critical thinking that counts!’ as the Center for Me-
dia Literacy observed 15

Teachers at the primary, secondary and universi-
ty levels can play an important role in preparing citi-
zens to do that by helping students to intelligently 
recognize and deal with fake news, as the Freedom 
House report on Internet freedom observed.16 At the 
same time, we recognize how difficult that will be. 

12 Demas, 2015.
13 Freedom House, Freedom on the Net, 2018.
14 Funke & Mantzarlis, 2018. 
15  Center for Media Literacy.
16  Freedom House, Freedom on the Net, 2018.
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Therefore, on a practical level, we hope this hand-
book will help you and your students:

Understand the need to be critical and 
independent recipients and users of news; 

Analyze competing perspectives regarding 
mainstream and partisan media bias;

Understand the role of online platforms in 
creating, distributing and consuming misinformation, 
disinformation, mal-information and heavily; 
partisan information;

Recognize ways that information can be 
manipulated, including clickbait, bias, propaganda, 
hoaxes, conspiracy theories and entertainment; 

Learn how to engage relevantly in social 
networks;

Understand how propaganda and cyber war 
practices are spread;

Understand the motives behind different types 
of ‘fake news’ and heavily partisan stories and 
recognize that the negative effects on the audience 
and society may be the same regardless of whether 
it is deliberate or accidental; 

Learn how to write simple texts with checked facts;
Learn to verify, fact-check and debunk 

misinformation, disinformation and mal-information, 
including the tools available to do so; 

Develop a healthy and diversified media diet, 
obtaining news from a variety of sources. 

Think carefully about ways to balance freedom 
of expression with the desire to avoid harm from 
fake news, hate speech and other enemies of truth 
and accuracy.

There are two more ways we hope this handbook 
will prove valuable to students and citizens at large.

One way is the recognition that false and 
misleading information and news can cause serious 
harm such as provoking riots and violence. We 
have seen ‘fake news’ prompt violent street protests 
targeting migrants and asylum seekers, homosexuals 
and members of religious and ethnic minorities. 
Authoritarian governments have used fake news 
as a justification for restricting human rights and 
imprisoning critics of the regime. 

A fraudulent medical ‘study’ written in the 
UK claimed that childhood vaccinations could 
cause autism. Even years after the so-called study 
was proven false and totally without a scientific 
basis, some parents still refuse to get their children 
vaccinated, thus leaving their children exposed to 
serious diseases such as mumps and measles. 

In a 2016 incident in the U.S., a man brought 
a rifle into a pizza restaurant in Washington, D.C., 
after reading fake news tweets. The bizarre tweets 
claimed the restaurant was the headquarters for a 

child sex ring involving Democratic presidential 
candidate Hillary Clinton and members of her 
campaign staff. The shooter believed the tweets and 
said he wanted to rescue children he thought were 
being held captive in the restaurant. Fortunately, no 
one was hurt by his bullets but people could have 
died.

A second way this handbook may be valuable 
is making students and citizens aware of how 
political leaders may misuse the term “fake news” 
to attack their political enemies. The best-known 
illustration of that is U.S. President Donald Trump 
who repeatedly accused well-respected news 
organizations of ‘fake news’ because he disliked 
what they report, including investigative stories 
that expose wrongdoing and ethical violations or 
embarrass him, his government appointees, his 
family, and his business associates. 

That is happening elsewhere too. For example, 
journalists covering violence between English-
speaking separatists and the largely French-speaking 
government in Cameroon ‘are increasingly finding 
themselves behind bars on a surprising charge: “fake 
new”. A TV journalist there was arrested on a charge 
of publishing fake news online after her story ‘cited 
social media reports that claimed the Cameroonian 
military’ had shot and killed an American missionary. 
‘Press advocates see a recent uptick in accusations 
of fake news as the government’s attempt to stifle 
journalists reporting on the growing internal crisis. 
However, the government claims the spread of 
deliberately inaccurate information has distorted 
and inflamed the conflict’.17

It is important to remember that the problem of 
fake news is not limited to what appears in the news 
media. It also includes false statements by political 
leaders, businesses and other institutions and orga-
nizations. For example, in 2017 the organization 
Factcheck.kz examined a statement by Minister of 
Labour and Social Protection Tamara Duisenova who 
disagreed with claims that there is gender-based pay 
discrimination in Kazakhstan. Based on research, 
Factcheck.kz concluded that Duisenova’s statement 
was false because the Committee for Statistics found 
that women on average earn only 69% of the salary 
that men earn ‘in almost every sphere of activities’.18

What do we mean by media and information 
literacy?

One traditional definition of media literacy is the 
ability to access, analyze, evaluate and create media 
in a variety of forms. However, as times and tech-

17  O’Grady, 2018.
18  Factcheck.kza, 2017.
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nologies change, so do the ways we define the term. 
For example, the Center for Media Literacy, based 
in California, offers this updated and expanded defi-
nition: ‘Media literacy is a 21st century approach to 
education. It provides a framework to access, ana-
lyze, evaluate, create and participate with messages 
in a variety of forms − from print to video to the 
Internet. Media literacy builds an understanding of 
the role of media in society as well as essential skills 
of inquiry and self-expression necessary for citizens 
of a democracy’. Media literacy skills include the 
ability to access media, analyze content, evaluate 
messages and create media for communication and 
self-expression. Training in how to fact-check is 
an essential component of media literacy educa-
tion to equip citizens with knowledge to protect 
themselves against manipulation and fake news.

Now the term has expanded to encompass infor-
mation literacy as another essential skill in pursuit 

of knowledge. According to Wesleyan University, 
information literacy involves recognizing when in-
formation is needed and being able to efficiently lo-
cate, accurately evaluate, effectively use and clearly 
communicate information in various formats. It re-
fers to the ability to navigate the rapidly growing 
information environment, which encompasses an 
increasing number of information suppliers as well 
as the amount supplied, and includes bodies of pro-
fessional literature, popular media, libraries, the In-
ternet and much more.19 

The Center for Media Literacy20 has identi-
fied 5 core concepts and 5 key questions for use 
in teaching media education. They relate to a mes-
sage’s authorship, format, audience, content and 
purpose:

19 Wesleyan University.
20 Center for Media Literacy, ‘Five Key Questions’.

 Keyword Five Core Concepts Five Key Questions 

#1 Authorship All media messages are «constructed.» Who created this message? 

#2 Format Media messages are constructed using a creative 
language with its own rules.

What creative techniques are used to attract my 
attention? 

#3 Audience Different people experience the same media 
message differently.

How might different people understand this message 
differently from me? 

#4 Content Media have embedded values and points of view. What lifestyles, values and points of view are 
represented in; or omitted from, this message? 

#5 Purpose Most media are organized to gain profit and/or 
power. Why is this message being sent? 

Another typology looks at these 3 elements of a 
false or misleading message:

The different types of content that are being 
created and shared аThe motivations of those who 
create this content аThe ways this content is being 
disseminated аinstances of deception that exploit 

the format of news while violating professional 
standards of verifiability’. In addition, it says media 
and literacy education can fight stereotyping and en-
courage cross-cultural communication.21

21  UNESCO, 2018.
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